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i."!_ TEMPERATURE FIELD AROUND A SPHERICAL, CYLINDRICAL,

- :_"'I AND NEEDLE-SHAPED CRYSTAL, GROWING IN A PR_-COOLED MELT

_ ! G. P o Ivantsov

An examination is made of the growth of a single crystal in

,,,.,_, a pre-cooled melt under the following conditions.

I The solid phase has t=t_. with respect to the entire mass.

:_i The temperature field of the liquid phase, which is assumed to

_r_ be fixed, obeys the Fourier equation:
-_:' dt
'_':::i _ --"Vie" (i)
??;l
u.!.. I

,,....i At the boundary of the phase interface

:_'_ (21

_,;.... (31

_ where X is the melt heat conductivity coefficient_ q--latent heat

.t/, of c_tstalization; "y--specific weight which _.3 identical for both
,/,Y

-, phases.

,_: The melt temperature at infinity is

:"', t--t, (t, > t.,_. (4)
o

,:.2i Certain solutions of this problem were obtained as follows:

,. Let us transform condition (31, replacing d. by and,f, _,/_
expanding the expression for the gradient:

Numbers in margin indicate pagination of foreign text.
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In condition (3') let us introduce the arbitrary temperature

function f(t) and we shall regard the expression obtained as the

di fferentlal equation

! _s at s #t t 3"

Formulation of the problem is: To find all surfaces of the

crystalization front and the temperature fields corresponding to

them in the liquid phase, which satis.fy the differential equations

(i) and (3") and the boundary conditions (2), (4) and (3').

/s6.__._8
The order of solution of the problem is: To find the integrals

of the non-linear equation of the first order (3") which includes

the arbitrary functions. The form of the latter is determined

using equation (1), and the arbitrary constants, by means

of (2), (4) and (3').

In certain cases it is possible to find the form of the arbi-

trary function and to solve the problem.

,I
• i

;I The complete integral of equation (3") obtained by the wall

'I known Lagrange-Charpy me e_._ ha_ the form ii'_ _+d,+_ e(t)=x+c,_+c_+c.,+c.. (s) ic,

• where F(t)== _G_... ; from this we haved/(t_,
t--O(x+ C_ + C_ + Ci_+ C01.

i This form of the solution satisfies equation (1), but it is

not of interest. Excluding all arbitrary constants from the com-

plete integral (5), we obtain the particular integral

t-o f" +_' + e/-_,t' " _
"1

• Using equation (1), we determine the form of the arbitrary

function 0. It has the form

'i
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where
lj

• ' ' (8)
_l_'_ _v'_.. R

Here R is the radius of the sphere which is the phase inter-

face surface (r > R). ' i

Considering the boundary conditions (2), (4) and (3') leads i

to the equation for determining _ _

(here c is the melt heat capacity), and it leads to the desired

expression for the temperature field 11

t-t_ = Tiu_

:_- l, v (.,_ (10) !

The temperature field around a cylindrical crystal obtained

in a similar way from equation (6) for the planar case I
_ Ei(- .t) !

l,_t --Et(_._o) , (11) I

where 8_ is determined from the equation:

i• (121

We should note that in both cases the movement of the crys-

talization front is proportional to the root of time, which follows

from expression (8) for ._ . The isothermal surfaces are spheres

for the first case, and are cylinders for the second case. /569

Assigning the arbitrary relations between the arbitrary con- :

stants in the complete integral (5) and excluding the latter, we _
D

find the general integrals.

The following linear relationship is of interest out of the

different types of relationships studied:

Cs--mC|, (13 )

3
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which leads to the following general integral, which describes ',

the growth of a needle-shaped crystal:
i

Cm(- x--m, (14)
Jl

The isothermal surfaces in this case are confocal paraboloids

of revolution, and for the planar case--confocal parabolic

cylinders.

Determining the form of the arbitrary function % in solution i!

(14) using equation (i) and the arbitrary constants using (2), 2
I

(4) and (3'), we obtain the expression of the temperature field .

around the needle-shaped crystal growing in a pre-cooled melt:

Here R = const is the radius of curvature of the paraboloid apex,

which is the phase interface surface _(_--I), _=const is the

growth rate of the needle in the direction of its axis.

The parameter wR/_ is determined by the condition _'

Assigning the growth rate of the needle-shaped crystal w on

I, the basis of these considerations, we consider that the problem

i! is solved.

L.
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